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III. RANGE AND RESOLUTION In the ideal case we transmit the maximum length sequence without distortion through the air and let the transmitted sound wave bounce off a hard object as in Fig. 2. As mentioned, the distance of a pulse sonar is d = c!! / 2 , where !  is the time of flight to the target and back. If we use a pseudorandom sequence, then 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where r' is the data resolution. The true resolution is the smallest distance we can resolve between any two peaks which is determined by the width of the peak and which is always given by Eq. (6) whether we over sample the sequence or not. However, the distance to the target in terms of sample points p becomes 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( !dt ' ,      (9) where H is the Hilbert transform, S is the signal, and P is the Cauchy principal value. Hilbert transforms take a sinusoidal signal and shift its magnitude by ! / 2  radians such that 
H sin !t + "( )#$ %& = cos !t + "( ) .      (10) By summing the square of the original signal and the [square of the Hilbert transform of the signal we remove the carrier and are left with the pseudorandom code modulation. If the amplitude modulation is slow compared to the carrier, 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F H S t( )!" #$!" #$ = %i!sign f( )!s f( ) ,        (13) where the sign function has the usual meaning 
sign x( ) = 1, x > 0,
sign x( ) = 0, x = 0,
sign x( ) = !1, x < 0,
          (14) 
so that 
H S t( )!" #$ = F
%1 %i!sign f( )!s f( )!" #$ .        (15) For our purposes the discrete Hilbert transform is more appropriate because we are sampling the signal discretely. We define the discrete Fourier transform as, 
s r( ) = DFT S q( )!" #$ =
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The discrete Hilbert transform becomes   DHT S q( )!" #$ = DFT %1 & r( )!s r( )!" #$ ,  (17) where   ! r( ) = "i!sign r " N / 2( ),!1 # r # N "1,
































,      (20) where n is the number of code bits to the target and ! p  is the uncertainty in the number of samples to the target. Equation (20) implies that the farther the target, the smaller the fractional error. We can make the code as long as we wish. 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Other errors include knowing where the measurement starts and where the sound wave hits which depend on the experimental setup. If the measurement distance is long enough, these errors are less important in terms of the percentage of error. For shorter distances we could do a differential measurement to remove the errors, but doing a differential measurement makes sense only if the resolution error is small compared to the bias error, which can be achieved by increasing the bit rate and also the code length if longer distances are also required. 
 
VII. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION There are a number of possibilities for implementing the block diagram represented by Fig. 3 in software. A simple method is to create custom sound files and play them at the appropriate bit rate in a program such as Apple’s Quicktime player. If the sound is simultaneously recorded in a program such as Audacity7 with the wiring shown in Fig. 3, we can compute the range profile by post processing the data (storing the data on the hard drive for later processing rather than real time processing) by demodulating the signal, then performing the required filtering and cross correlations between stereo channels. Although awkward, this method is sufficiently simple that students could use it to obtain results with a minimum of programming – especially if the sound files were created for them. Mathematica has the intrinsic ability to create and read sound files so that it is a possible platform for processing.8 Other possibilities include Matlab/Octave, both of which have freeware sound card interfaces.9 We have created a real time system in Labview. It is a simple language for students to learn who don’t know how to program. To take full advantage of the capabilities of the computer sound hardware, we recommend using the WaveIO sound card interface developed by Christian Zeitnitz.6 By modifying the settings, we can potentially sample up to 192 kHz using this software, which makes an ultrasonic system a real possibility. A unique feature of this software is that we can set the sample rate to a non‐standard rate such as 100 kHz for instance. A sample output of this software is shown in Fig. 5. 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Figure 5.  Sample Labview program output for sonic/ultrasonic ranging system. The target was a large metal file cabinet. The large return was from the front of the cabinet and the second smaller return was from a set of glass doors behind the cabinet.   We have also developed a dual channel system capable of demonstrating differential absorption measurements using pseudorandom codes. The details can be found in Ref. 10.  
VIII. SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION We first used the more expensive system (see Fig. 6) to make some rough measurements using sample rate: 120 kHz @ 16 bits; code length:255; bit rate: 3 kHz; code oversampling: 40; carrier frequency: 20 kHz; and bandpass filter range: 17‐23 kHz. We measured the distance to the target, which was a large file cabinet placed in the center of a long hallway, as 13.90 m using a portable ultrasonic range finder, which roughly corresponded to the distance reported by the system. The real value of this system is as a demonstrate some of the concepts of remote sensing. Because the amplifier is capable of an output power of up to 100 W 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and the sensitivity of the electronics and sound card is high, this system could potentially be used to detect objects at distances similar to a portable radar or sonar system. The system could be improved by using a large parabolic reflector dish to aid in detecting weak signals to the microphone. Because the sound card can be set to use 24 bit data resolution and has a volume control, there is a very large dynamic range to perform such measurements. For long distance applications we would typically use a longer code and could also reduce the bit rate. In the Labview software the code length is one of the parameters.  
  Figure 6.  Experimental setup for ultrasonic ranging system capable of transmitting a carrier up to 45 kHz.   For the less expensive end experiment the software was set to the following settings: sample rate: 44.1 kHz @ 16 bits; code length: 255; bit rate: 4.9 kHz; code oversampling: 9; carrier frequency: 11.025 kHz; and bandpass filter range: 6.125‐
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15.925 kHz. Figure 7 shows a screen shot of a measurement where the speaker and microphone/funnel were pointed at the ceiling. The screen was frozen so that we could move the device to a location with more light so that we could take a picture of it. The distance measured was about 1.5 m, which roughly corresponds to the actual distance. This system makes a perfect experiment for students interested in simulating a radar or lidar system in the home. In the Labview implementation we can see in real time the peak move back and forth as we walk closer or farther from a reflector such as a wall or ceiling.  
  Figure 7. Home experiment configuration using a PC speaker/amplifier and mic embedded in an oil funnel. 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IX. DISCUSSION  Our results show how to build a simple sounding system with virtually no specialized hardware outside of what most people have available at home and in the lab. We also show how to improve the system using higher quality equipment.  Although other modulation schemes are possible, this one produces superior results due to the very good autocorrelation properties of ML sequences. From a hardware standpoint, this is something almost anyone could put together, reducing the problem to one of software development. 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